
 

Primary Worksheets: Farmers 

 

People who grow plants and raise animals are 

called farmers. Farmers work on a piece of land 

called a farm. This type of work is called farming. 

Many farms are very large.  

Farmers are busy all year round working on their 

crops and animals. Many farmers have to get 

up before 5am to start their day. They can work 

up to 12 hours a day! 
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Farmers take great care of raising animals for 

human use. They make sure that the animals 

are in good health and get fed every day. They 

can get produce from their animals. 

• Chickens can give out eggs and their meat. 

• Cows can give out milk and their meat. 

• Pigs can give out their meat. 
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Farmers use tractors for their work. A tractor is a 

strong work vehicle used for farming. It can be 

used to pull many different tools or trailers. 

Tractors can be used for plowing, tiling, and 

planting fields. Along with tractors, farmers use 

various tools to help them with their work. 
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With the help of their tools, farmers can grow 

fruits, vegetables, and grains. Some farms grow 

grains like wheat, barley, oats, or rice. Machines 

plant the grain seeds in rows, but first the 

farmers plough the soil. 

Ploughing opens up the soil and makes it ready 

for planting seeds. After seeds are planted, they 

will need water and sun to help them grow tall. 

Farmers can plant different kinds of seeds to 

grow different types of fruits and vegetables. 
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Answer the questions. 

What is a farmer? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

How long do they work? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

What do they do with animals? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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Answer the questions. 

What vehicles do farmers use and why? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

What can farmers grow? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

What is ploughing? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 


